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BACKGROUND: Impaired autoregulation capacity implies 
that changes in cerebral perfusion follow changes in blood 
pressure; however, no analytical method has explored such a 
signal causality relationship in infants. We sought to develop 
a method to assess cerebral autoregulation from a mechanis
tic point of view and explored the predictive capacity of the 
method to classify infants at risk for adverse outcomes. 
METHODS: The partial directed coherence (PDC) method, 
which considers synchronicity and directionality of signal 
dependence across frequencies, was used to analyze the rela
tionship between spontaneous changes in mean arterial pres
sure (MAP) and the cerebral tissue oxygenation index (TOI). 
PDC...„ „ . indicated that changes in TOI were induced by MAP 

MAP»TOI ^ J 

changes, and P D C ^ ^ p indicated the opposite. 
RESULTS: The PDCMAp>>T0| and PDCT0|>>MAp values differed. 
PDCMAp>>T0| adjusted by gestational age predicted low supe
rior vena cava flow (<41 ml/kg per min), with an area under 
the receiver operating characteristic curve of 0.72 (95% CI: 
0.63-0.81; P < 0.001), whereas PDCTni l(aD did not.The adjusted 

' " TOI>>MAP J 

pPDCMAp>>T0| (the average value per patient) predicted severe 
intracranial hemorrhage and mortality 
CONCLUSION: PDC...„ „ . allows for a noninvasive physi-

MAP>>TOI ~ J 

ological interpretation of the pressure autoregulation process 
in neonates. PDC...„ „ . is a good classifier for infants at risk of 

MAP»TOI ^ 

brain hypoperfusion and adverse outcomes. 

Cerebral blood flow autoregulation is a complex multifac
torial process that has not yet been fully characterized in 

neonates. The concept of impaired autoregulation implies that 
changes in cerebral blood flow follow changes in perfusion 
pressure (1); however, no analytical method has yet explored 
such a signal causality relationship in infants. 

We recently described a new time-frequency domain 
method to analyze the relationship between two biological sig
nals: bivariate autoregressive spectral coherence (BiAR-COH) 
(2). This method, which assesses the cerebral autoregulation 
capacity of preterm infants, notably improved our ability to 
predict the classification of infants at risk of poor perfusion 
states when compared with other spectral coherence methods 

(COH) (3,4). We aimed to further assess cerebral autoregula
tion capacity from a mechanistic point of view. This capacity 
is relevant to providing pathophysiological support for the 
interpretation of information provided by monitoring devices 
currently in use in clinical practice. An association between 
arterial pressure changes and cerebral blood flow changes does 
not mean that the former alters the latter. 

The partial directed coherence (PDC) method (5) consid
ers the synchronicity and directionality of signal dependence 
across frequencies. With respect to synchronicity, the PDC 
method only takes into account the changes in signals that 
are closely related in time. In terms of directionality, the PDC 
method identifies the source of changes, i.e., the changes in 
signal B that are the physical consequence of changes in signal 
A (6). Accordingly, the PDC method returns all potential com
binations between signals: PDC, „ and PDC„ A. 

O A>>B B»A 

The main objective of this study was to examine whether 
spontaneous changes in perfusion and oxygenation in the 
brain, as measured by near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS), are 
induced by changes in perfusion pressure; i.e., we explored 
the pressure autoregulation capacity. We analyzed the spectral 
causality between two biological signals by quantifying the 
influence of each signal on the other by means of PDC anal
yses. For this purpose, we used the tissue oxygenation index 
(TOI) (as a surrogate of cerebral perfusion) and the continu
ous mean arterial pressure (MAP). Accordingly, we can infer 
that PDCMAp>>TOI would quantify the changes in TOI that are 
influenced by blood pressure and that PDCTOI>>MAp quantifies 
the reverse. In addition, we explored the predictive capacity 
of the method to classify infants at risk of cerebral hypoper
fusion, as defined by low superior vena cava (SVC) flow and 
adverse neonatal outcomes. 

RESULTS 
We studied 54 infants who underwent simultaneous invasive 
blood pressure monitoring, NIRS and peripheral oxygen satu
ration (Sa02) monitoring during the first 2 d after birth. These 
infants had early (first 12h of life) SVC flow assessments (a 
minimum of two evaluations, 60 min apart) and were included 
in an interventional placebo-controlled trial of dobutamine if 



their SVC flow was < 41 ml/k/min at any time during the first 
24 h from birth (7). The total cumulative recording time was 
9.5 (3.4) hours (4.3-21.5), which resulted in a mean number 
of 30-min epochs that satisfied the quality criteria for offline 
analysis of 6 (1-23). The patients' mean postnatal age at the 
first epoch suitable for analysis was 6 (3) hours. Details on 
the clinical features of the study population are described in 
Table 1. Briefly, the mean birth weight was 930 (257) g and 
the mean gestational age 27.0 (1.9) weeks. At the time the 
autoregulation studies were conducted, 11 infants were being 
administered cardiovascular medications due to circulatory 
impairment and 27 were placed on invasive mechanical ven
tilation. The serial echocardiography assessment showed that 
9 of the 54 infants had SVC flow below the cut-off value of 
41 ml/kg per min (defined as low SVC flow) (7-9) at some 
point during the study. During the observation period, the 
SVC flow measurement closest to a given epoch was recorded. 
Accordingly, while SVC flow was below 41 ml/kg per min, the 
time interval between the scan and the epoch was less than 
31 min (27.1). This interval was longer (277min (177)) when 
the SVC flow was consistently above 41 ml/kg per min. Low 
SVC flow was present in 12% of the analyzed epochs. All the 
infants showed stable SVC flow well above the cut-off value in 
the subsequent studies once SVC flow had normalized. 

PDC Analyses 
PDCMAP»TOI a n d PDCTOI»MAP a n a ly s e s yielded different values 
from each other and were not associated (P < 0.185) (Figure 1). 

Table 1 . Perinatal and neonatal data of the study population 

Characteristics Total [n = 54) 

Gestational age (w), mean (SD) 

Birth weight (g), mean (SD) 

Multiple,/? (%) 

Male, n (%) 

SNAPPE-ll>45,n(%) 

C-section, n (%) 

Chorioamnionitis, n (%) 

Antenatal steroids, n (%) 

CV support, n (%) 

Invasive MV,n(%) 

PDA,n(%) 

NEC,n(%) 

BPD,n(%) 

Normal CUs,n(%) 

IVH grades 3-4, n (%) 

Mortality, n(%) 

IVH grades 3-4 and death, n (%) 

27.0(1.9) 

930(257) 

13 (24) 

29(53) 

8(14) 

33(61) 

15(27) 

5(9) 

11 (20) 

27(50) 

23 (42) 

12(22) 

15(27) 

25 (46) 

7(13) 

5(9) 

3(6) 

3PD, bronchopulmonary dysplasia defined as oxygen dependency at 36 wkof 
gestational age; C Us, cranial ultrasound; CV support, any type of cardiovascular drug, 
VH, intraventricular hennorrhage; invasive MV, either conventional or high freguency 
oscillatory ventilation; NEC, necrotizing enterocolitis; PDA, patent ductus arteriosus, 
5NAPPE-II nneans Score for Neonatal Acute Physiology Perinatal Extension; Antenata 
steroids, connplete course 

PDCMAp>>TOI predicted low SVC flow (<41 ml/kg per min), 
with an area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) 
curve of 0.67 (95% CI: 0.60-0.76; P < 0.001). The prediction 
capacity of PDCMAp>>TOI adjusted by gestational age (GA) was 
0.72 (95% CI: 0.63-0.81; P < 0.001), whereas PDCTOI>>MAp did 
not predict low SVC flow (P < 0.248) (Figure 2a). The highest 
predictive capacity of PDCMAp>>TOI to classify epochs according 
to SVC flow was found when the cutoff was set at 31 ml/kg/ 
min (with a ROC of 0.78 (95% CI: 0.68-0.89; P < 0.001). The 
prediction capacity of PDCMAp>>TOI adjusted by GA was 0.82 
(95% CI: 0.72-0.93; P < 0.001) (Figure 2b). 

The PDCMAp>>TOI threshold for identifying low SVC flow was 
0.554, with a sensitivity and specificity of 0.60 and 0.75, respec
tively. This threshold defined the PDCMAp>>TOI classifier. 

The PDCMAp>>TOI classifier was associated with the per
centage of time of MAP below gestational age (GA) minus 5 
(MAP<GA-5 mmHg) threshold with a ROC of 0.61 (95% CI: 
0.51-0.71; P< 0.037). 

To quantify the effect of the autoregulation estimators on 
patient outcomes, we calculated the average epoch predic
tion values per patient adjusted by GA, which were defined as 
PPDCMAP»TOI

 a n d
 PPDCTOI»MAP-

 E a r ly circulatory impairment 
and the need for cardiovascular support shortly after birth 
(within the first 24 h) were associated with pPDCMAp>>TOI (OR: 
1.362; 95% CI: 1.11-1.67; P < 0.001) (Figure 3) but'not with 
pPDCTOI>>MAp. Severe intracranial hemorrhage (intraventricular 
grade 3 or periventricular hemorrhagic infarction) was associ
ated with pPDCMAp>>TOI (OR: 4.03; 95% CI: 1.89-8.55; P < 0.003) 
(Figure 3) but not with pPDCTOI>>MAp. In addition, mortality 
was associated with pPDCMAp>>ra

>>(P < 0.010). p P D C ^ ^ , 
predicted mortality (OR: 3.13; 95% CI: 1.60-4.45; P < 0.002) 
(Figure 3), whereas pPDCTOI>>MAp did not. 

Finally, the inclusion of pPDCTOI>>MAp as a covariate of 
pPDCMAp>>TOI did not improve the predictive capacity of the 
latter method. 

DISCUSSION 
This study supports PDCMAp>>TOI as a mechanistic representa
tion of pressure autoregulation capacity in high-risk infants. In 
this study, we found that the pPDCMAp>>TOI classifier identifies 
infants at risk of adverse outcomes, such as infants requiring 
early cardiovascular support due to circulatory impairment, 
and those who will eventually develop severe intracranial 
hemorrhage and/or die. Our method also provides snap
shots of critical SVC flows and blood pressure levels in rela
tion to autoregulation capacity; which could help improve the 
strength of other hemodynamic biomarkers that guide treat
ment decisions. 

Autoregulation is defined as the process that keeps blood 
flow constant, regardless of perfusion pressure (1). Impaired 
autoregulation therefore implies that a dependence of TOI 
with respect to MAP is emerging, but not the opposite. This 
dependence between signals can be quantified statistically. 
Our method has clearly demonstrated this physiological con
cept. When used as a covariate, PDCTOI>>MAp does not improve 
the predictive capacity of P D C ^ ^ , . 
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Figure 1 . Two examples of epochs and their corresponding partial directed coherence (PDC) are displayed. The upper panels (a,b) represent tissue 
oxygenation index (TOI) (black line) and mean arterial pressure (MAP) (gray line) changes. The lower panels (c,d) show the PDC spectral representation, 
PDC. „ (black line) and PDC, s (gray line). The nonshadowed area represents the very low frequency band.The left panels represent MAP influenc
ing TOI (a) and the corresponding PDC values (c). The right panels (b) do not show that influence but instead reflect the opposite, as shown by the high 
PDC, values (d). The epoch represented in (a,c) is associated with low SVC flow, whereas the epoch (b,d) is not. The arrows display directionality. 
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Figure 2. The receiver operating characteristic curve shows the performance of PDCM 
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.(black line), PDC „ adjusted by gestational age (gray line) 
and PDf 3 (dashed line) to classify low SVC flow epochs. Panel (a) represents the SVC flow cut-off value of 41 ml/kg/min; and (b) the SVC flow cut-off 
value of 31 ml/kg/min. MAP, mean arterial pressure; PDC, partial directed coherence;TOI, tissue oxygenation index. 

This mechanistic approach is important not only from an aca
demic point of view, but also because the proper interpretation 
of high-risk patient monitoring is essential. Using SVC flow as 
an estimate of current brain perfusion, two examples of signal 
dependence are shown: one represents MAP influencing TOI 
(Figure la,c), whereas the other shows MAP not influencing 
TOI (Figure lb,d). The corresponding PDC values indicate 
their dependence according to directionality. In the first example 

(Figure lc), the PDCMAp>>TOI values are high and the epoch is 
associated with low SVC flow In the second example (Figure Id), 
PDCMAP»TOI values are low and the SVC flow associated with this 
epoch shows normal values. Although the PDC 

TOI»MAP value is 
high, indicating that TOI changes are influencing MAP changes 
(Figure lb), this condition is independent of SVC flow status. 
Classical methods based on frequency domain that are routinely 
used to assess the signal relationship were inadequate for making 
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Figure 3. The pPDCMAP>>T0| classifier for early circulatory impairment and 
the need for cardiovascular support within 24 h from birth, severe intracra
nial hemorrhage (intraventricular grade 3 or periventricular hemorrhagic 
infarction), and death (lined box indicates event present). MAP, mean arte
rial pressure;TOI, tissue oxygenation index. 

distinctions between the examples given above. The examples 
would have therefore been classified equally as the same phe
nomenon. However, only the PDCMAp>>T0I is meaningful from 
a physiological point of view. The advantage of this mechanis
tic approach to exploring physiological phenomena is that the 
method has self-validation. The association of this classifier with 
poorer clinical outcomes further supports the consistency of this 
pathophysiological information. 

PDC, however, did not improve the overall predictive capac
ity of the BiAR-COH method for adverse outcomes to assess 
autoregulation in high-risk infants, as was recently reported 
by our group (2). The BiAR-COH method improved signal 
dependence interpretation when compared with classical fre
quency domain methods. This finding was the result of adding 
the time-domain component (BiAR) to the spectral analyses 
(COH), which enabled us to discriminate changes that are 
closely related in time (and are therefore considered depen
dent) from those that are not time-related and therefore have 
no mutual dependence. PDC introduces the condition of 
directionality, such that the system is forced to only consider 
those events in which changes in perfusion pressure induce 
changes in cerebral perfusion. To be more precise, the system 
is only analyzing the pressure autoregulation phenomenon. 
Thus, other mechanisms that are not strictly involved in the 
pressure autoregulation process, as it is theoretically known, 
but that are potentially relevant to the brain oxygen dynam
ics would be ignored. For example, hypercapnia can increase 
cerebral blood flow even if the blood pressure is below the 
lower limit of autoregulation (10). These mechanisms, gath
ered into the BiAR-COH analyses, can contribute positively to 
the predictive capacity, although the underlying pathophysiol
ogy cannot be inferred. It is of note that the present as well 
as our previous studies (2,7) used 41 ml/kg/min to define low 

SVC flow, as generally accepted (8,9). However, according to 
the results of this study, the SVC flow cutoff value that probably 
more accurately defines the lower limit of the autoregulatory 
plateau is 31 ml/kg/min. 

We therefore propose PDC to be a valuable complementary 
analysis to our previous method, the BiAR-COH. The more 
precise the pathophysiological interpretation, the greater the 
support for treatment decisions in a clinical setting. 

In terms of the study methodology, we preserved the time-
domain component (BiAR) as previously reported (2). However, 
we sought an alternative analytical method (5) to represent the 
derived time-domain values in the frequency-domain. The selec
tion of epochs to assess autoregulation followed the criteria used 
in BiAR-COH (2). The PDC method also requires covariance 
stationarity signals throughout the epoch (11,12), and therefore 
the mean value of the signal does not change over time, and the 
autocorrelation function is only time-dependent. These criteria 
guarantee that the nature of the signal (and its properties) does 
not change along the epoch, eliminating the influence of the sig
nal itself, and instead focuses on the relationship between sig
nals. The selection of the optimal lags was an automatic process 
using the Bayesian information criterion (13) and the Akaike 
information criterion (14), taking the lowest value for each 
epoch. Thus, operator selection biases were ruled out. 

In conclusion, we describe a method that is complementary 
to BiAR-COH to assess cerebral autoregulation. In addition 
to its high predictive capacity to classify high-risk infants in 
terms of neonatal clinical outcomes, the PDCMAp>>T0I method 
supports that spontaneous changes in perfusion and oxygen
ation in the brain are induced by changes in perfusion pres

sure. In other words, the PDC, provides a mechanistic 
interpretation of signal dependency and thus a self-validation. 
This self-validation is relevant because the proper interpreta
tion of the pathophysiology of underlying disease processes is 
essential to selecting appropriate therapy. 

PDCMAp>>T0I assesses only the pressure autoregulation capac
ity, whereas other components involved in the autoregulation 
process are not considered. We therefore propose the PDC 
analysis as a complementary tool to other methods such as 
BiAR-COH (2). 

M E T H O D S 

Study Procedures 
All infants born before 31 wk of gestation who were placed on venti
lator support (mean airway pressure >4cm H20 or Fi02 >0.3) were 
prospectively assessed for SVC flow from birth to 96 h. The infants 
were enrolled in a placebo-controlled trial if the SVC flow was <41 ml/ 
kg per min at any time during the first 24 h after birth (European 
Union Drug Regulating Authorities Clinical Trials-EudraCT 2009-
010901-35; Clinicalgov NCT01605279). Those infants who under
went invasive blood pressure monitoring were considered eligible 
for the cerebral autoregulation capacity studies. The study protocol 
was approved by the Ethics Committee for Human Studies at La Paz 
University Hospital of Madrid (Spain). Written parental informed 
consent was signed before infants' enrolment. 

The patients' intravascular pressure (umbilical artery) MAP and 
Sa02 levels (IntelliVue MP50, Philips, Best, Netherlands) were con
tinuously monitored. TOI was measured with an oximeter (NIRO-
200nx oximeter, Hamamatsu Photonics, Fukuoka, Japan), with the 
sensor placed at the frontal-parietal level. We employed a real-time, 



simultaneous, time-locked data acquisition system (BioAcSys software, 
La Paz University Hospital Research Foundation, Madrid, Spain) for 
the physiological variables and the NIRS-derived TOI. The recording 
frequency for Sa02, MAP, and TOI was 2 Hz. Signal disruption periods 
due to infant manipulations or interventions were manually marked. 

SVC flow was measured according to the method described by 
Kluckow and Evans (15). The images were stored and reviewed offline by 
a single operator who used systematic quality assessment to approve or 
reject the scans. Standard cranial ultrasound imaging was conducted as 
soon as possible within the first day, at day 7, day 14, and at term equiva
lence. Additional studies were scheduled if clinically indicated. The diag
noses were classified according to a previously reported system (16,17). 

Data Analyses 
An in-house MATLAB toolbox (The Math Works, Natick, MA) enabled 
the selection of epochs. Disruption-free zones were automatically seg
mented into non overlapping 30-min epochs if Sa02 levels were stable 
(less than 5% variation). Each epoch was filtered with a linear high-
order low-pass finite-duration impulse response filter at 0.095 Hz and 
resampled at 0.2 Hz. The mean value of the signal was subtracted. 

PDC analyses require the condition of covariance stationar-
ity, which implies that the source of the given signal is constant. 
Stationarity was tested using the augmented Dickey-Fuller and 
Kwiatkowski-Phillips-Schmidt-Shin tests (11,12), which were applied 
separately for the MAP and TOI epoch waveforms. 

PDC is a frequency domain representation of the linear relation
ship between pairs of time series (5). This linear relationship is based 
on the Granger causality (6), which is defined as the condition in 
which a time series x(n) is caused by y(x) only if knowledge of the 
past samples ofy(n) helps in predicting the future samples of x. 

A frequency-domain interpretation of Granger causality enables us 
to assess autoregulation across the frequencies that are known to be of 
most interest in this process. In our case, the Granger causality can be 
modeled by a bivariate autoregressive process of order p (Equation 1), 
as follows: 

map(n) 

toi(n) 

p 

1 
„(r) ^toi»map (r)' 

^map»toi (r) fltoi(r) 

map(n - r) 

toi(n - r) 

Wmapin) 
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The model order can be found using any method derived from the cri
teria information theory. In our case, Bayesian information criterion and 
Akaike information criterion were used (13,14), taking the lowest value 
(between 3 and 25 samples). Each coefficients' vector (a (rj) represents 
the contribution of lagged samples of each signal to predict the current 
sample (map(n) and toi(n)). There are as manya values as model order p. 
The variables map(n-r) and toi(n-r) represent the lagged samples. The 
variables w (t) and w if) were used as the prediction error. 

Transforming all the coefficients vectors to the frequency domain 
leads to the following equation: 
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PDC is derived from the following equation (Equation 3): 

PDC„, >to,(f) 
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where the superscript (*) indicates the conjugate transpose. 

The variable a (r) represents the self-contribution of lagged 
MAP samples in predicting MAP. This concept is expressed in the 
frequency domain as Ám¡¡ (f). The variable am¡¡ tJr) represents the 
contribution of lagged samples in predicting TOI, which is 
expressed as A .(f) in the frequency domain. The PDC .(f) 
results from the ratio of the signal dependence coefficients and 
the sum of all contributions (self-contributions and induced 
contributions). 

Each PDC was averaged over the frequency bands of 0.003-0.04 Hz 
(very low frequency band) to obtain a single PDC value. 

Statistics 
The data were analyzed using SAS 9.2 statistical software (Cary, NC). 
The quantitative data are given as means (±SD) and the qualitative 
data as counts and percentages. ROC curves were used to analyze the 
predictive capacity of the autoregulation estimators (PDCMAp>>T0I and 
PDCT 0 Ap) on clinical outcomes per epoch (adjusted and unad
justed by GA). The autoregulation threshold was calculated using 
the maximum value of Youden's index. To quantify the effect of the 
autoregulation estimators on patient outcome, generalized estimat
ing equations were used to adjust the effect of repeated measures 
(multiple epochs) in a given patient, adjusted by GA. Accordingly, 

P P D C M A P » T O I a n d P P D C T O I » M A P w e r e d e f i n e d a s t h e averaged epoch 
prediction values per patient. 
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